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Abstract. Because of the recent advancement in the technologies like Internet of things and
Artificial Intelligence, most of the industries have adapted into automation. In our routine
life most of the devices have become automated one with the help of more connectivity and
flawless integration of information technology. Most of the modern vehicles are equipped
with smart technologies with security concepts. To identify the abnormality in vehicle network, an anomaly detection mechanism is proposed in this paper. By using this anomaly
detection system we are able distinguish the vehicular attacks in the networks and also able
to detect the manufacturing defects for ensuring the quality assurance. Due his paper describes a deep learning based neural network model that will explore the abnormalities in
the vehicular network data. Various steps in the neural network implementation part have
been illustrated. It also evaluates the experimental results by applying the deep learning
method on the given real-time data. Due to the immediate responsiveness of the system, it
has been gaining much more attention in the automobile industry.
Keywords: in-vehicle networks, anomaly detection, abnormality.
1. INTRODUCTION
Internet of things is a technology where devices will be connected via Internet and they can
exchange information with each other without any human interventions. This type of applications can be used for automating the daily routine of people and also automating processes in
private industries and government organizations.
Recently most of the vehicles have been equipped with different type of sensors and actuators. Each of them will be having nearly 40-80 electrical control units which are able to connect and communicate to the vehicle network. The vehicle network is used to transmit the
data coming from the sensors and actuators which will form a complex network transmission[3]. So for identifying the faults in the vehicle during the manufacture and also to assess
the behavior vehicle the data from sensors and actuators will be recorded and will be analyzed using some technology[4]. The recording will be done by the automobile manufacturer
during the test drive done before starting the production of any vehicle model.
With the advancement of big data analytics in various industries, algorithms can be designed
for identifying the abnormal behavior of vehicles and data[5]. This can be reported to the
concerned management so that those types of faults can be either avoided or rectified during
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the manufacturing phase of the particular model. To deal with this type of problem this paper
proposes a deep learning based model which will detect the abnormal activity
2. RELATED WORK
In [1] the author proposes an anomaly detection system based using one class support vector
machine which works on the multivariate time series data[6]. The methodology is used to
identify the faults in the recorded data from the vehicle networks.
In [2] the author proposes a technique for anomaly detection using intrusion detection technique in the recorded data. The basic objective of this technique is by using the entropy assigned to the data transmitted i9n-vehicle network[7][8]. Each data will be having some entropy which is the randomness. By observing the entropy of healthy data, the system can able
to distinguish the abnormal data which will be generated during attacks by the intruders in the
network.
3. PROPOSED WORK
a. System overview
The proposed work is an automated system for identifying faults and abnormal behavior in
the recorded data of newly designed automobiles using in-vehicle network. The system employs a LSTM neural network model for classifying the given data and labeling the data into
normal and abnormal data. In this work healthy and broken data have been taken for training
the model and based on the trained data, the abnormality will be identified whenever it runs
the test on the real-time data.
This system consists of three parts:
a) Gathering input and preprocessing of data
b) Designing Sequential model
c) Training of test data.
b. Gathering Input and Data Preprocessing
In the proposed work LSTM neural network model has been applied. The system takes the
recorded inputs from the in-vehicle network. The input data contains the vibration data and
acceleration data which was recorded during the test drives. The input data contains both
normal data and abnormal data which are defined as healthy and broken data.
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Fig. 1. Healthy and broken data

Before training the data, the input data should be preprocessed by removing unwanted data
and outliers. In this system FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is used for preprocess the data. The
following figure Fig.2. Shows the preprocessed data.

Fig. 2. Preprocessed input data (Healthy and Broken)

c. Sequential Model
The sequential model has been designed for classification data by assigning labels. A sequential model will be having a number of hidden layers where the input will be processed and
given to the next layer in the sequence. Most of prediction and classification problems can be
implemented as a sequence model. Here the LSTM neural network is defined a three layer
sequence model for classification. The model is defined as follows in the diagram Fig.3.
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Fig. 3. LSTM sequential model

In the LSTM sequential model three layers have been defined. Each layer will be having user
define number of neurons based on the complexity of problem. Here the dimension has been
given as 3000 samples and activation function is “relu:. Once we have designed the sequential model the system is ready for training the data.
d. Training data
Once the model is designed, we can feed the input data for training. The sequential model
classifies the data by assigning labels. Here the model assigns “1” for broken data and “0” for
healthy data. The labeled data can viewed as follows:

Fig. 4. Classification of data by training
Here we have totally taken 3000 sample data which was collected from in-vehicle network.
The data has been trained so that the model can able to identify the unhealthy data whenever
it encounters a new set of recordings.
e. Experimental Results
Once the system is trained we can able to feed new recorded data so that it can easily classify
the data whether it is healthy or unhealthy. By using this system, high rate of accuracy is
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achieved which is comparatively more than the other techniques. The implementation results
have been given as follows:

Fig. 5. SVM Prediction rate

Fig. 6. LSTM prediction rate
From this we can see that the rate of accuracy (score) is achieved more than 60% which is
much better than the other algorithms.
4. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a classification technique which is based on LSTM sequential model that
is used for detecting anomaly activity in the in-vehicle network. Based on the experimental
results we can able to see the rate of accuracy achieved. With this rate of accuracy, this system can be more reliable in detecting abnormalities and unhealthy data which may be transmitted by attackers or caused by system defects. By using this system, the automobile industries can able to predict the defects during the test drive itself and may be helpful in identifying any type of attacks caused in the networked data.
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